




[1918-09-xx; this probably misfiled and should likely be written in July; letter from 
Minerva Crowell; envelope missing; on YMCA stationery; not dated:] 

 Dear Pet  Was delighted to get your letter& Mama’s yesterday the 22 & 
shall expect more anytime.   I think Base Hosp. 114 is better than Dr 
Goldthwaites address.   I shall think of you now as all on the Cape together.   
Roberts pictures are much admired & framed over the mantle as our only 
decoration, [over page] besides Edwins Duck.   As to my photos.   If Mama 
has three & the others each one it will leave me one for Aunt Georgie 
Florence Rea & others.   I’m sure Mil will give hers to Marian.   I supposed 
the people [---]ld the military clothes regardless but you can get more of 
either at the rate of &6. a doz.   Thought however I might get around to 
some in my cape or Hosp. Dress some time as the large face were not so 
good as the proofs.   He washed the life net.   Well now that I have heard I 
can write a more everyday letter.   I have tried to squeeze things in so briefly 
that I couldn’t say any thing after a bit.   There are such reams go out it 
must be hard for the censors but now some don’t read our mail we are so 
far from the line so I shall begin to write anything & you may find some cut 
out.   It is so very hard to know the rules & rights of anything – we just go 
along on rumors.   I hear the Devens boys have just arrived across the river 
so I shall take a trip out to a nearby encampment to find out what I can.   
We only work half a day but it takes us the other half to forget.   It is sad 
today [over page] as they have sent away most of our patients to make room 
for those from the front.   We helped make [two words blotted out by censor] in 
new wards last night which will hold a small part of what we are receiving 
this 48 hours.   The gas is the worst & the fact that they have been fighting 
& traveling without food.   (You see I am going over my limit this time in 
length)   I really should like to tell a lot about the hospital & the work but 
can’t get over the feeling that I shouldn’t.   We are comfortable everyway but 
keep hearing about the winter.   In fact see no heating apparatus about.   I 
think you will suffer also & Mama should make plans.   If Mils light auto 
coat is not going to the city this Fall she can put it in my box.   Also she can 
send hangings for my room either my green silk or green sunfast (from the 
other houses) or any thing.   Our partitions run halfway up.   At present we 
are eight side by each.   I suppose you would not imagine that it distresses 
us all to live in an untidy room bu tit is no ones business; the maid wont 
sweep & we have no broom etc etc [end of page; if there is more to this letter it 
is missing] 
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